The Adventure of Eli and Skye
By Jillian Coleman

Setting:
Arvive - the fantasyland
Zephyr: sky setting - on clouds/magic, the inhabitants of Zephyr are humans, but they are
friends with magic
1. Humans
2. Pegasi - no talking
3. Sinker bats: that come out at night
4. Green blobs: try to cover your body and suffocate you, you have to shake them off,
these are alive, not a weapon
Synchronum: lava setting - monsters and some good guys
1. Monster Blobs - made of lava, will stick to you and try to burn you, to death
2. Lava Trolls - not made of lava but can withstand a lot of heat, they have axes and they
are also bad guys
3. Fefus - little creatures that have a special weapon hidden inside their lava camp and
they are red with little floofs on their head. The specail weapon was made with the fefus
and the humans and it was forged 200 years ago out of magic, metal, and the sky.
Desolation View: desert setting - monsters and 1 good guy again
1. Desert Trolls: they have cacti that they whack people with, they are very very very sharp
2. Barf-larfers - birds that barf boulders
3. Schnicks - solar powered robots, who do not fight, they make weapons out of tools and
magic, they can upgrade anything
Pasture Overlook: grassland setting - 1 set of monsters and 2 good guys
1. Grass Trolls - they have swords, traditional armor, these leaders are always female and
they have a horn and when the leaders blow the horn to call the trolls that are listening
nearby
2. “Carl” - Demon - a good demon, the girl he captured, he went to try to make friends and
the girl was playing and she wanted to see where he lived, so he showed her and he is
like 100 years old, he wants to be human, Skye gives him a sword and he becomes a
human, he always a demon. Luna gave him a name
Very, very long ago

Characters:
Skye: girl, 13 years old, she likes adventure, and she’s the hero of the Zephyr, the friend of
royalty, she likes the King & Queen, Prince Eli is their son and Princess Fiona is 2 yo. Skye has
a pegasus, but the pegasi will not go beneath the clouds.
Prince Eli: 13 year old boy, he likes to help people, he likes to fly with his pegasus named Light,
who does not talk.
Luna: 5 & 3/4 year old, the lost child
Demon - “Carl”: a good demon, the girl he captured, he went to try to make friends and the girl
was playing and she wanted to see where he lived, so he showed her and he is like 100 years

old, he wants to be human, Skye gives him a sword and he becomes a human, he always a
demon. Luna gave him a name
They can yell at the bad guys but they won’t talk only grunt, the good guys can speak, all
dialogue is between good guys. Skye and EIi get clues about where Luna is. “Oh yeah, we saw
her being carried this way. Here is something to help you on your journey.”
Plot:
One of the children of Zephyr, was playing around at night, which is very dangerous because
the monsters come out at night. The child was taken down underneath the clouds to the land,
where no one from Zephyr had been in a 100 years because that’s where the monsters are.
Skye decides she wants to help find the lost child. Skye sets out with Eli.

Scene 1
Zephyr, morning, Eli and Skye at the pegasus stable, grooming and talking. Luna’s Mom
approaches to tell them Luna is missing.

Luna’s Mom
(out of breath from running and looking for Luna, panting)
Help, I need help. Luna has gone missing!
Skye
Hoooold on a second. Wait, what?
Eli
Huh?
Luna’s Mom
(still out of breath)
Luna has gone MIIISSSSSSSING!
Skye
When did you last see her?
Eli
Do you mean that she wandered off because a guy in a van had chocolate or like what?
Luna’s Mom
She knows better than to accept chocolate from a man that doesn’t have chocolate.
Skye
We should start searching for her IMMEDIATELY.
Eli
But we were going to ride our pegasi!
Skye
We can ride them when we get back.
Luna’s Mom
Thank you, thank you, but she’s definitely not on the island.
Eli
But where did she go then?
Luna’s Mom
I don’t know, that’s why I need help.

Skye
Don’t worry ma’am, we got this.
Luna’s Mom
It’s not you I’m worried about Skye.
(glares at Eli)
Skye
OOOOOOOOOOOOHHHHHH.
Eli
Uh, what? Did I miss something?
Skye
(Grabbing Eli)
C’mon Eli, we gotta go!
Luna’s Mom
Good luck! Bring back my little girl!

Scene 2
Zephyr, afternoon, Eli and Skye are packing their bags with swords and snacks and a
shield.
Skye
If we don;t find her by the ends of Zephyr, I think we need to go down to Synchronum.
Eli
The sinker bats of Zephyr are BAD ENOUGH, I don’t wanna deal with the Lava Trolls of
Synchronum.
Skye
But we have to.
Eli
Why? I don’t even know Luna.
Skye
You’re coming along whether you like it or not!
Eli
Ugggghhhhhh fine.
(They start walking, and it’s the dead of night, we hear the sinker bats flapping around.)
Skye
Get your sword out!

Eli
RUUUUUNNNN!!!

(Sinker bats (puppets) start dive bombing them from the sky. Eli hides behind Skye as she fights
off the sinker bats with her sword. The sinker bats fly off, squealing. Eli stands up super proud.)
Eli
Whew, that was a hard battle.
Skye
(stares in disbelief)
Are you kidding me?
Eli
What you do mean? You really compliment my sword skills.
Skye
(sighs and turns around)
Let’s go, Eli.

Eli
Did you see me out there? (paying with his sword) As you were cowering behind me I was
bravely slashing at them with my sword!
Skye
(rolls her eyes VERY hard and gives him a little shove and keeps walking)
Let’s see you keep that same energy for the green blobs.
Eli
Wait, what? We’re actually gonna fight them? I thought we were just gonna...go around.
Skye
Hey, look! There they are!
(they turn around to see the green blobs very quickly schlooooping at them because they have
no feet. The audience hears the schlooping, these are also puppets. Skye readies her sword
and Eli gets his out too. Eli closes his eyes and frantically swings it in the air as Skye expertly
slices them into gooey-ma-jig)
Eli
I hit them! I hit them! I hit them!
(Skye wipes the slime off her sword, rolling her eyes, and tucks it back in its sheath)
Skye
Ok, Hot Shot, let’s brace ourselves for Synchronum.
Eli
Are you sure we checked all of Zephyr? There’s not somewhere else we can look?
Skye
Whyyyyyyy? Scared of those Lava Trolls?
Eli
Yep, yep, yep.

Scene 3
Synchronum, evening.
(lights fade to a flickery, flame, red and orange to indicate Synchronum, land of the lava)
Skye
Phew, it is HOT down here.
Eli
Oh definitely too hot to live here! We should probably go back!
(Skye sighs and keeps walking. Red fabric on the floor starts waving to create “blobs” and the
audience hears bubbling burbling noises.)
Eli
Oh no!!!! The monster blobs!!! I was so worried about the lava trolls I forgot about the monster
blobs.
Skye
Well, I didn’t. Why did you think I packed so much water? Quick!
(Tosses a bottle of water to Eli, and they dump it on the bubbles as the bubbles rise higher, the
audience heres a hissing sound, like steam and the lava lays down flat on the ground. Eli and
Skye take a sigh of relief and before they can relax we hear the loud horn of the lava trolls.)
Skye
No time to rest, quick get your sword!
(we hear rumbling like a volcano and these big paper mache lava trolls come rolling in and Skye
and Eli knock them into the audience with their swords.)
Eli
Ow! They got my arm!
Skye
Hang on! There can’t be that many more!
(the rumbling stops and there are no more lava trolls)
Eli
Whoooooooooo that was a lot of lava trolls.
Skye
Yep! How is your arm?
Eli

(shows the burn to Skye and Skye banadages)
OUCH!
Skye
It will hurt more if you don’t let me take care of it.
Eli
Wellllll, I thought this was gonna be easy.
Skye
What, you thought it was gonna be easy?
Eli
I thought the monsters were gonna be easy!!!!!!!!!
Skye
Oh geez, let’s find something helpful around here.
(They stumble unto the Fefus, which are the 4 run crew in black with hadn puppets that have
red floofs on their heads.)
All Fefus:
COLLECTIVE GASP!
Head Fefu:
It’s the chosen ones!
Eli:
AAAAAAHHHH!!!
Skye:
Who are you?
Head Fefu:
We are the Fefus!
All Fefus:
Fefu fefu fefu!
Skye:
Yeah, but who are you again? I’ve never met a Fefu before.
Eli:
AAAAAAHHHH!!!

Head Fefu:
Follow us chosen ones, or should I say chosen ONE, since that one behind you SEEMS a bit
interesting.
(They all walk in a circle, Eli hiding and shivering behind Skye with fear, the Head Fefu leads the
circle with the other Fefus bringing up the rear so Eli cannot run away)

Head Fefu:
Our kind has been waiting a 100 years to give this to the chosen hero.
(Presents a large magical metal sword to Skye)
Skye:
Ohhhhh so kind, what does it do?
Head Fefu:
It shoots lightning from the tip.
Eli:
What - wh - wha- what is it for?
Head Fefu:
It will help in many ways along journey in the Desolation View.
(Head Fefu hands an emerald to Eli)
Here this will be very useful during your journey, I can’t tell you what it is used for now, but it wil
become clear to you in time.
(The Fefus all walk offstage half to either side. They then unfold the red cloth from the lava to
cover the stage revealing a desert.)

Scene 4
Desolation View, sunrise, desert. Eli and Skye examining their new gifts, the sword and
the emerald.
(The barf-larfers vomiting call plays)
Skye:
Barf-larfers!!!! Run!!!!
Eli:
Use your sword!
Skye:
Good thinking, Eli.
(Braf-larfers start swinging down from above and Skye swings the sword at them. Lightning
sound and lighting effects with each swing and the barf-larfers fall to the ground as they are
destroyed)
Eli:
Ooooooh, that was easy.
(We hear the hunting horn call of the trolls)
Skye:
I wouldn’t get too excited.
(The desert trolls enter. They are the puppeteers in green armor with big cactus spikes)
Eli:
Noooooooooooo, the irony!!!
Skye:
This time, can you help me?!
Eli:
(He draws his sword and half-cautiously charges toward the trolls as well)
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHH!
(Skye shoots lightning at them and Eli just throws his and hides behind Skye, and all the trolls
run away after the first is hit. The Schnicks, played by remote control cars, start to make their
way onstage slowly and timidly to see Skye and Eli.)

Eli:
Noooooooooooo, no more, WHYYYYYYYYYYY?
Schnicks (vo):
We’re not bad guys, we’re good guys. We’ve been waiting for you.
Skye:
Ohhhhhhh, these are the Schnicks! They’re so cool.
Schnicks:
We are here to upgrade your sword and to bestow this emerald upon you.
Eli:
Now I have two emeralds, what am I supposed to do with this?
Skye:
Hang on to them, we’ll find out in a little bit.
Schnicks:
Now this sword has the ability to teleport you and whoever or whatever you want, back to
Zephyr or back to Synchronum. But remember, it can’t be THAT big.
(They begin to drive off)
Good luck on your journey!
Skye:
Thank you!!!!!!
(The stage crew removes the sand fabric revealing the shiny floor and the lighting transitions to
green reflecting off the floor. Skye and Eli begin walking in a circle, we hear a troll horn, the
green trolls horn.)
Skye & Eli:
Oh no, not again!
Eli:
How many kinds of trolls can there be?
Skye:
I don’t wanna look it up, just get your sword ready.
(The puppeteer/stage crew members enter as the green trolls. These are the most skilled of the
trolls, known for their leg sweeps. They have paper armor that is brown and green, but they
most fight hand to hand. They all carry long wooden staffs, curved at the end, which they use for

the leg sweeps. Skye and Eli are swinging their swords to no avail. The green trolls keep
sweeping their legs out from under them with the wooden staffs, each time they get up,)
Eli:
These guys are tooo good!
(Skye and Eli get their legs swept out from under them again and hit the floor.)
Skye:
Brace for impact!!!!
(Hit the ground again. Black out. Lights up and Skye and Eli are in a cage DSC.)
Eli:
Ugggghhhh, where are we?
Skye:
(Hops to her feet.)
What? Where are we? How? How did we get here?
(The green trolls enter.)
Luki (green troll leader):
You will not leave this prison for the rest of your lives.
Skye:
Why?
Luki:
You’re the elder one’s chosen ones. DUH!
Eli:
Well, that doesn’t make any sense whatsoever.
Luki:
I don’t care, now I need to go to the annual troll meeting.
Skye:
What’s the annual troll meeting?
Luki:
Only the trolls leaders get to go to this meeting. AND the Elder.
(Luki turns and exits.)

Skye:
Ooooookkkaaaayyyyy, now that we know that some of them are gone, we should try to get out.
Eli:
NO, they said we would be stuck in here for the rest of our lives.
Skye:
Now’s our chance to escape. (Skye pulls out the teleporting sword) Did you forget about this
bad boy?
Eli:
I totally didn’t. I was just testing your knowledge.
Skye:
Uh-huh, sure buster. Now I wonder how this works.
(She starts looking at the sword to figure out how it works and suddenly the lights start twinkling
and the stage crew/puppeteers come on and lift/spin the cage while Skye and Eli spin as well.)
Black out.

Scene 5
Pasture Overlook Waterfall, daytime. The waterfall is an arch of glitter blue streamers
USC. Carl and Luna are staring at Skye and Eli.
Luna:
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEECH!
Eli:
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEECH!
(Luna stops screaming after a 4 count, Eli continues screaming. Skye puts her hand over Eli’s
mouth)
Carl:
Hello, and who might you be youngsters?
Eli:
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEECH!
(Skye puts her hand over Eli’s mouth)
Luna:
Hi friends! This is Carl, he is really really nice! He gives the best piggy back rides!

Skye:
Wait, we came to rescue you.
Luna:
Rescue me? From what? We were about to go back home.
Eli:
B-b-b-but he’s evil.
Carl:
Me? No never! The only meat I have ever eaten in my life is chicken. But that was when I was
very young. Frankly, I’m vegetarian.
Skye:
But what about your Mom?
Luna:
OOOOOOOH, I must have forgotten to leave a note. But we should probably head up now, so
my mom stops worrying.
Eli:
What did we go on this long adventure for? I almost got killed FIVE TIMES!
Skye:
You improved in your braveness! You screamed a lot less than that time the bunny rabbit
rubbed against you.
Carl:
Ahhhh humans, so amazing. I wish I was a human. But it takes three mysterious green crystals.
Eli:
Hey, I think we have those crystals.
(Eli pulls the emeralds from his pockets and hands them to Carl. Carl’s big sheet of an evil
demon falls to the ground revealing a citizen of Zephyr.)
Skye:
Now that we fixed this catastrophe, it’s time to go back. We need to give thanks to the snitches
for this teleportation sword. Everyone join hands so we can return to Zephyr.
(They make a circle and Skye holds the sword to the sky. The lights twinkle again and everyone
spins including the waterfall.)
Blackout.

Scene 6
Zephyr, morning, Eli, Skye, Luna, Carl and Luna’s Mom
Luna’s Mom:
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEHHHHHHHHHH
(This scream shifts from terror to happiness as she realizes Luna has appeared before her.
Luna runs to her mom)
Luna:
Mommy!!!!
Luna’s Mom:
My baby!
(They embrace.)
Thank you thank you, Skye, Eli, and and whoever you are!
Skye:
It was a hard journey ma’am but we got her back!
Carl:
Now, I’m gonna go get a job, like a real human!
(and he runs offstage)
Luna’s Mom:
What in the world? Anyway, come inside for some hot chocolate, I think you all deserve it.
Eli:
I wish I had those 3 emeralds, buuuuuuut hot chocolate will do.
Blackout.
End of play.

